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Welcome
The fact you're reading this probably

means you're curious about Clean

Language, about how you might be

able to use it to help people to change,

and perhaps how you can use it for

yourself.

But if you have questions about it,

you're in the right place.

In the ten years I've been using Clean

Language, teaching it, and writing

about it, I've been asked a lot of

questions - and offered a lot of

answers, mainly via my blog at

reesmccann.com

This ebook gathers some of my most

popular posts in one place, to give you

an accessible guide.

© Judy Rees 2020

V1.3 6 August 2020 (Minor updates

from 2017 edition)

About Judy Rees
I’m a practical implementer of Clean

Language, best known in the field as

co-author of the bestselling book on

the topic, Clean Language: Revealing

Metaphor and Opening Minds.

I was named by Onalytica as a ‘Top

100 influencer in Remote Working’ in

2020, after training Clean Language

skills to international groups via video

conference for many years - before

everyone discovered Zoom.

I still teach practical Clean Language to

groups and teams (remotely and, when

possible, in-the-room) through my

Collaboration Dynamics programme.

For individuals, I offer recorded

courses including Practical Clean

Language.

A former journalist and media

executive, I'm based in London, UK.
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What is Clean Language? If you’re interested in understanding people, how they

think and how they change, you’ll want to know about Clean Language. It’s an

impressively versatile tool.

But it’s not a language! It’s not even, really, about language. It’s not about speaking

clearly, or not using jargon, or not swearing!

Fundamentally, it’s a precision enquiry technique. It’s a set of questions, and a way

of asking them. The structure of the process forces you to really listen to what the

other person is saying, and to choose your next question mindfully.

Here are six of the ways it can be used:

What Is Clean Language?
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1. To harvest information from another person: what they know, what they think,

how they feel

2. To explore “unknown knowns” – the deeper things that people don’t realise that

they know – respectfully

3. To shift someone’s emotional state

4. To motivate someone to change

5. To give and get effective, useable feedback

6. To enhance relationships between people – even people in conflict.

Clean Language Results

People who’ve learned the basics of Clean Language report results such as:

being more skilled at stimulating and directing the flow of conversations – for

example, in all kinds of interviews

choosing more effective questions to seek specific information, while reducing

unintended bias

being more present in conversations, listening in a more empowering way,

appreciating people more. Listened-to people notice, and appreciate it!

being able to spot potential misunderstandings at an early stage and take

appropriate action to clear things up, defusing conflicts

better appreciating difference and diversity, and responding flexibility to

individuals, so as to enhance working relationships, improve communication and

increase collaboration

achieving greater clarity about goals, objectives, requirements etc.

At a higher level, in the hands of a skilled practitioner, Clean Language is also an

effective way to help people to change – a coaching, therapy, and facilitation

methodology. At its best it can be like DIY brain imaging. Clients get a completely

new view of the way they are constructing their experience, and often find

themselves able to change it almost effortlessly.

Clean Language, created by the late David Grove (1950 – 2008), lines up with

modern ‘enabling’ or ‘facilitating’ principles, as opposed to ‘manipulative’ methods

of influence and persuasion or ‘directive’, controlling approaches. In that, it’s similar

to many other coaching and facilitation methods. It works particularly well in

complex contexts, as a “probe” in Cynefin’s probe-sense-respond approach.

But the way Clean Language uses a person’s own metaphors is, as far as I can tell,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynefin_framework


unique.

Metaphors: Going Deeper

Let me explain. This is going to get a bit technical, so please bear with me.

If the mention of “metaphor” takes you back to the classroom, you’re not alone!

Many of us remember being told that using metaphor – comparing one kind of

thing to another kind of thing – was something great writers and orators did.

Shakespeare and Aristotle were quoted as masters of metaphor.

What our teachers didn’t realise is that there’s a whole lot more to metaphor than

that.

They didn’t know that we use about six metaphors a minute in ordinary

conversation in English.

They didn’t appreciate that the metaphors in our language are a side-effect of

the metaphors in our thoughts.

They didn’t know that not just our brains, but our bodies, “think” in metaphor.

Metaphor is the native language of the non-conscious mind. We can’t not think in

metaphor. Metaphor is the atom of thought.

‘Metaphor’ here simply means talking or thinking about one kind of thing in terms

of another kind of thing. And we’re thinking about one kind of thing in terms of

other kinds of things from the very moment we’re “thinking” at all. Love is like

warmth, for example. Important things are big. As we grow, and we learn about

different things, each of us forms a complex, individual network of this-is-like-that

comparisons.

Recent research into embodied cognition crystalises this. If you hold a warm drink,

for example, you’ll find other people “warmer” than if you hold a cold one.

The metaphors in our words mostly emerge unbidden. We can’t not speak in

metaphor, because the metaphors in our words represent the metaphors in our

minds. Mostly, all this happens outside our awareness, automatically.

This way of understanding metaphor isn’t a wacky idea, by the way. It’s common

knowledge, at least within the academic community.

Clean Language Questions

So, where does Clean Language, come in? Well, in Clean Language we notice



metaphorical words and phrases, pay attention to them, and ask our precision

questions about them. We treat them as as clues to the deeper-level thinking

beyond.

In the process, people become more aware of the structure of their thinking, which

can be fascinating – and useful.

For example, I often help team members to find out about each other’s metaphors

for working at their best. What starts as a fun game becomes a revelation. And

once a team knows that it has a Formula 1 racing driver, a butterfly, and a

meditating monk on its hands, it can quickly establish ways of working together

that suit the diverse individuals.

Clean Language is spreading. When people experience it, they typically want to

share it. So it’s being used in a huge variety of situations: in business, in education,

in healthcare and more, and all over the world.

It doesn’t just work in English, either – it’s been used in at least 20 different

languages, including Danish and Indonesian. My co-authored book, Clean

Language: Revealing Metaphors And Opening Minds (Sullivan and Rees, 2008) is

available in Russian and Japanese.

http://amzn.to/2vdWoCE


Metaphor is the basic stuff of thought.

Just as matter is made up of atoms, thought - whether it's in our conscious

awareness or not - is made of metaphor.

We're constantly comparing one thing to another. Each new thing, each new

experience, that we encounter, is categorised and assessed in terms of the

experiences and things we have previously encountered.

When we see a chair we've never seen before, how do we know it's a chair?

Because "it's like..." other chairs we have seen before. We're making an metaphor.

It's an ordinary, everyday thing that humans do

As Hofstadter and Sander put it: "Analogies spring up in our minds numerous times

every second. We swim non-stop in an ocean of small, medium-sized and large

analogies, ranging from mundane trivialities to brilliant insights..."

"This incessant mental sparkling, lying somewhere below the conscious mental

threshold, gives rise to our most basic, humdrum, low-level acts of categorization,

whose purpose is to understand the situations that we encounter (or at least their

most primordial elements), and to let us communicate with others about them."

They use the word analogy where I have tended to use the word metaphor. But

the two ideas are so close as to be practically identical.

Just because we make millions of metaphors every day doesn't reduce their power.

A compelling metaphor carries a message further and faster than any other

medium.

The words we choose to label things - some of our most striking metaphors - can

have a massive impact. For an example, check out the story of how I named the

Good Friday agreement.

All art is metaphor. All storytelling. All drama.

Why Does Metaphor Matter?
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And when it comes to persuasion, as Aristotle said, "The greatest thing by far is to

have a command of metaphor."

And when metaphors can have massive impact, and thought is made of metaphor,

just as matter is made of atoms ... what happens next?



What specifically can you use Clean Language for? Here are 11 tried-and-tested

applications.

As a standalone change process. It's particularly appropriate for:

1. clarifying what someone really wants

2. working content free, where the client prefers not to reveal details of their

specific situation

3. dealing with the binds which hold longstanding issues in place.

As part of another change process such as coaching, NLP, EFT, hypnotherapy,

bodywork and even equine assisted learning:

4. In an intake interview, to clarify goals and explore symptoms

5. When a potentially-useful metaphor emerges

6. When a bind emerges

7. Giving feedback to the client (Clean Feedback)

8. To find out about changes between sessions.

In other contexts:

9. Interviewing: research, recruitment, journalism, requirements-gathering

Vivid metaphors bring information to life

Clean questions minimise interviewer “interference” and ensure real clarity

10. Sales and product development

Clarify requirements

Deepen pain (to increase desire for change)

What Can You Use Clean
Language For?

-



11. Collaboration in groups (including distributed work teams, school classes,

families)

Getting clarity, avoiding misunderstandings

Deepening mutual understanding

Precise, action-oriented feedback

Conflict resolution

Developing individual and shared goals and plans

Developing self-actualising organisations.



Clean Language and metaphor: a powerful combination for making change happen.

You may have experienced this for yourself. But why does it work?

When David Grove first created the process, it probably seemed mysterious, even

magical. How can a few simple questions make such a difference?

Nowadays, though, it's possible to understand. The academics have caught up, and

the evidence is out there.

I write about this week-by-week, on the blog and in my newsletter. But a

conversation with Andrea Chiou highlighted the fact that I hadn't written a brief

summary... until now. Here's my view.

Why Does Clean Language
Help People Change?
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Metaphor: Clean Language is a precision toolkit for directing attention to the

metaphors which underpin our thinking, and which drive our behaviour. In this, it is

(I think) unique in the world of change.

Instead of seeing metaphor as something clever, the specialist domain of writers,

speechmakers, artists and ad-men, Clean facilitators exploit the fact that everyone

is thinking in metaphor continuously. Human beings think by comparing one kind of

thing to another. The metaphors we use in our thinking spill out in our language, at

a rate of about six per minute.

Much of this thinking is non-conscious. We relate to our environment in metaphor,

we relate to other people in metaphor, we relate to our bodies in metaphor - often

outside our awareness.

I love Jonathan Haidt's metaphor of the mind as being like a rider (the conscious

mind) on an elephant (the non-conscious mind). Metaphor is fundamental to the

thinking of both the elephant and the rider.

And so, metaphor can be used to enhance communication between elephants and

riders: between your own rider and your own elephant (as in coaching and

therapy), but also between your elephant and other people's elephants, and

between multiple riders. That's why it's so useful in creating the conditions for

groups to collaborate.

Recommended book: Surfaces and Essences by Douglas Hofstadter and Emmanuel

Sander

Listening, Questioning and Directing Attention: While its approach to metaphor is

what sets Clean Language apart, the way Clean facilitators listen, ask questions and

direct attention is pretty special.

The structure of the questions forces the question-asker to pay attention to

what is actually said, and less attention to the questioner's hallucinations about

what was meant.

The Clean Language questions minimise the number of presuppositions and

metaphors added by the questioner.

The process of modelling denies the questioner any opportunity to give advice.

Frequently, the questioner's voice tone and pace of questioning leads to an

eyes-open trance state.

The result is that a space is created and held in which the person being asked the

questions can do very high-quality, uninterrupted thinking.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/0465018475/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=19450&creativeASIN=0465018475&linkCode=as2&tag=xraylis-21&linkId=65THZ3DBNUADHG5L


This kind of "holding space" is valued across a wide range of change processes and

is frequently regarded as a critical element in helping people to make lasting

change.

Recommended book: More Time To Think by Nancy Kline

Placebo Effect: It would be foolish to ignore the placebo effect as an important

element of why Clean Language works. Usually when someone goes to a change

worker for help, perhaps particularly if they pay for the session, they have a vested

interest in it working, rather than not working.

Even if there is evidence that lasting change hasn't happened, cognitive dissonance

might well keep the client believing that it has happened. And when the client

believes... maybe the change will happen eventually.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B00NT7YS0Y/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=19450&creativeASIN=B00NT7YS0Y&linkCode=as2&tag=xraylis-21&linkId=5BADWOZTCC4OGVKP


When I'm talking about the importance of metaphor in thought, I often mention

that the research shows we use about six metaphors per minute - far too many to

be consciously chosen.

But where does that figure come from? And if it's true, how come you don't hear

that many metaphors, even when you're carefully listening?

Paul Tosey (University of Surrey), with Wendy Sullivan and Margaret Meyer, did

some checking up on the research, and tracked down the original reference in

Pollio et al 1977, whose book says that speakers 'use about an average of 1.80

novel and 4.08 frozen figures per minute’.

Do We Really Use Six
Metaphors A Minute?
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Tosey's team add the comment that "'frozen’ refers to a frozen expression or dead

metaphor that is important and frequently used in a culture, in other words one

that is not unique to the individual who produces it."

That gives us a hint as to why so many of those metaphors are invisible. They're

'frozen', and so you may not be counting them as metaphors at all.

For example, in the paragraph above beginning 'Paul', how many metaphors can

you count? Have a go before reading on.

Here are some I noticed.

'Frozen' is fairly obviously metaphorical, as is 'dead metaphor'.

You could say that 'tracked down' was a metaphor: the team didn't actually get

down on their hands and knees to look at animal tracks, work out their direction

and set off to follow them.

What about 'checking up'? What about 'the book says'? (Books can't literally speak

- at least, academic ones from 1977 can't.)

And maybe 'produces it'? People don't make metaphors like factories make

widgets, after all.

And there's another layer of metaphor hidden in the nuts and bolts of language. 'In

a culture' suggests that metaphorically, 'culture' is some kind of container which

things can be 'in'.

There's no strict right or wrong answers here - everyone's view of what counts as a

metaphor will be different. But it is where the 'six metaphors a minute' numbers

come from.



Metaphor. It's everywhere. We're using about six metaphors a minute in ordinary

English. At a conscious and semi-conscious level, we're constantly telling stories -

to ourselves and to other people - comparing this thing to that, this experience to

that one.

And it's happening at an unconscious level, too: our bodies think in metaphor . Our

gestures, our movements and our facial expressions can be metaphorical.

The metaphors we can hear in everyday language are a side-effect of the

metaphors in our unconscious thoughts. They spill out, unbidden, and splash

themselves through everything we say.

I'm often asked, "How can you tell whether something is a metaphor or not?" It

turns out to be a very interesting question.

The definition of "metaphor" I use is a simple one. A metaphor compares one kind

of thing to another kind of thing. This definition incorporates sub-categories like

analogy, parable, story, metonymy and a bunch of others you learned about in

school. If it compares one kind of thing to another, it's a metaphor.

It's not a metaphor if it is literally true.

Fair enough, when the metaphor has been carefully chosen. When Shakespeare

compares Juliet to the sun in carefully-crafted words, it's an obvious metaphor.

How can you tell? Because Juliet is not literally a burning ball of gas many millions

of miles away, even though she may brighten everyone's day.

But beyond that, things get greyer.

So, in the previous sentence, "greyer" is a fairly obvious metaphor. It's suggests

that metaphor-itude can be measured on some kind of scale from black to white,

How Can You Tell Whether
Something Is A Metaphor?
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with shades of grey in between. That's not literally true.

What about "beyond"? Metaphorically, it might suggest that "Juliet is the sun"

represents some kind of boundary, which things can be beyond, or ahead of.

Not everyone will agree in every case - and the grey areas will expand as you

become more and more aware of metaphors. You'll develop your own personal

metaphorometer.

Context is key! In the following examples, ask yourself, "In what circumstances

could this be literally true?"

He pushed himself through the wall

She broke through the glass ceiling

He was under the weather

She fell in love

He broke his duck.



The other day I introduced a bunch of dentists to the power of metaphor - and

they loved it!

It was the first activity on a training and team-building event, and my fellow

facilitator had been hesitant about introducing such a "fluffy" concept so early.

"Will they 'get' metaphor?" he asked. "Dentists tend to like things to be very

practical."

I've heard the same kind of thing said about lots of professional groups, particularly

the kind who are supposed to be highly skeptical. But the reality is that everybody

can 'get' metaphor - after all, it's the natural way people think.

The key, I suspect, is in how it's introduced.

Part of it will be down to confidence, I'm sure. I've done this stuff now with so

many people that I tend to assume it will work. Of course there might one day be a

group that laughs at me, refuses to do the exercise, and drives me from the building

with my tail between my legs. But so far, I've got a 100 per cent hit rate :-)

Another important thing is to set the right context. For highly intelligent, very

practical audiences such as dentists, I like to make sure I've set the activity within

its proper academic context, explaining how the evidence from the field of

cognitive linguistics is piling up in support of the importance of metaphor in

cognition. I might also mention Baroness Professor Susan Greenfield, and her view

that the use of metaphor may be what makes us uniquely human.

I'll then throw in a line about the way metaphor enables us to handle and

communicate complex ideas quickly and easily, and we're ready to go.

Will People Think This Stuff
Is Weird?
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Don't Sound Like A Dalek!

There's a YouTube video of a Dalek relaxation tape...

Some people worry about asking the Clean Language questions because they fear

they’ll sound mechanical. Like a Dalek, in fact!

The thing is, if you use Clean Language in a mechanical way, you’ll get results like

the Dalek in the video above.

But if you soften your voice tone, making it gentle and curious, as you ask the

Clean Language questions, you can take people very easily into a trance-like state.

In Clean Language, voice tone really matters – perhaps because there’s not much

else to vary.

As you develop your skill, you can introduce Clean Language into a conversation by

first matching your client’s tone and pace, as you ask your first two or three

questions. Then, gradually, slow things down and soften your voice.

Soon you’ll have transitioned into a very different kind of conversation.

And when time’s up… you can reverse the process.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e59guruVL4o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e59guruVL4o


What is Clean Language like? For once, I'm not asking for a metaphor - at least, not

in the usual meaning of the word.

Instead, I'm wondering about what's similar to Clean Language, after a friend

started trying to map out the landscape of tools in common use for team and

organisational development.

As a process for facilitating groups, Clean Language is a way of helping team

members to show up more fully, and to self-actualise within a team.

In that regard, it sits alongside things like:

Open Space Technology

Agile/Scrum

Thinking Environments (Nancy Kline)

Creative Gatherings

Lean Coffee

Constellations

L*GO Serious Play

Theory U (Otto Scharmer)

Crucial Conversations

Non Violent Communication

The Art of Hosting

Temenos

The Core Protocols

Solutions Focus

Appreciative Inquiry

Sociocracy

Liberating Structures.

What Is Clean Language Like?
Is It Like The Meta Model?

-



I'm not going to attempt definitions of these here - Google is your friend - but if

you're familiar with some or all of them, they'll give you a sense of the universe in

which Clean Language is located.

That list includes a number of approaches which explicitly use metaphor, space

and/or embodiment, and which come from similar personal development roots to

Clean Language.

It strikes me that it's harder to find one-to-one coaching processes that seem "like"

Clean Language.

Co-active coaching has been mentioned. Eugene Gendlin's Focussing is in the same

kind of space. Perhaps, Connirae Andreas's Core Transformations?

Constellations is probably the closest, since it combines metaphor, space,

embodiment and non-directivity (is that a word?). But the two processes are still, to

my mind, quite distinct.

Is Clean Language Like The NLP Meta Model?

If you're familiar with NLP before you encounter the 2 Lazy Jedi questions (which

are based on David Grove's Clean Language) you might wonder about the

relationship between these questions and an NLP questioning system, the Meta

Model.

The two systems are similar in a couple of ways: that they are questioning systems,

for example, and that they can be used to clarify what someone really means by

what they say. They frequently help the person discover things they hadn't

previously realised about their own thinking. The questioner uses the person's own

words in their questions. And John Grinder's newer version of the Meta Model

contains just two questions, too!

However, there are significant differences. These are the ones I've noticed so far.

Compared to the original NLP Meta Model, the 2 Lazy Jedi questions are:

http://intelligentinfluence.com/


Easier to learn. Just two very simple questions, in ordinary English. The Meta

Model can easily take all day to introduce.

More flexible. These two questions can be applied in almost any situation - you

don't need to work out what kind of statement you've just heard before

deciding what question to ask, as you would in the Meta Model.

Easier to use. Your focus can be more fully on the client's experience, because

less of your attention is needed for working out what question to ask

Useful for adverbials. The questions can be used in relation to adverbials - an

apparent omission from the Meta Model (according to Eric Robbie - many

thanks to Eric for this insight)

Inherently respectful and rapportful, rather than inherently challenging. This is

not to say that the Meta Model cannot be used in a respectful way - it certainly

can. But to do this requires considerable experience. In contrast, users of the 2

Lazy Jedi questions are respectful by default.

Best for exploring people's own metaphors. This is where the 2 Lazy Jedi

questions really come into their own. It's why they were originally developed by

David Grove. And it's where we're heading in Intelligent Influence - by

understanding a person's metaphors, you gain the power to influence them on a

very profound level. But that's another story...



If the mention of “metaphor” takes you back to the classroom, you’re not alone!

Many of us remember being told that using metaphor – comparing one kind of

thing to another kind of thing – was something great writers and orators did.

Shakespeare and Aristotle were quoted as masters of metaphor.

What our teachers didn’t realise is that there’s a whole lot more to metaphor than

that.

They didn’t know that we use about six metaphors a minute in ordinary

conversation in English.

They didn’t appreciate that the metaphors in our language are a side-effect of

the metaphors in our thoughts.

They didn’t know that not just our brains, but our bodies, “think” in metaphor.

Recent research into embodied cognition makes this latter point crystal clear. If

you hold a warm drink, for example, you’ll find other people “warmer” than if you

hold a cold one. People who’ve just ascended an escalator give more generously to

charity than those who’ve just descended. And so on.

It doesn’t need scientific studies to appreciate that standing up

and moving about is a great way to encourage yourself to think

more positive thoughts.

You may already have tried these ways of using your body to

change your thoughts:

For added willpower, grip tightly.

For perseverance, fold your arms.

For recollection, adopt the same posture as when you formed the memory.

To remember what you went upstairs for, go back to where you were!

Is Clean Language All About
Language?

-



You’ve probably also noticed that people frequently use metaphors to describe

their physical and emotional symptoms and conditions. A headache might be like “a

vice around my temples,” pre-exam nerves like “butterflies in my stomach”.

There’s a lot of current research looking at metaphors in medicine. A recent study

of metaphoric expressions looked at 373 doctor’s consultations, and found that

doctors tended to use metaphors which assumed the body was a machine and the

doctor, a controller. Patient metaphors, on the other hand, were more vivid,

expressive and idiosyncratic: “It's like Satan's got into her”, “I'm the cotton wool

man”, “It's like a Chinese burn, it just gets tighter and tighter”, “It's as though my

body has been pummelled”.

Given all of this, it’s not surprising that bodyworkers and healers worldwide are

fascinated by the role of metaphors in their work. And many of them are also

interested in Clean Language - a precision toolkit designed to help people to

explore and understand their own inner metaphors, and to support them in making

positive change.

Healers, bodyworkers and other healthcare professionals will often use Clean

Language questions to elicit the details of a patient’s metaphorical description of a

symptom before commencing treatment. This often provides both client and

therapist with valuable insight into the condition: for example, emotional aspects

contributing to a physical condition. In addition, it helps the client to feel

acknowledged and heard, developing rapport.

On the other hand a Clean Language-based psychotherapy or coaching session

typically uses only Clean Language: the therapist doesn’t consciously combine it

with other techniques. And it yet should have a physical effect - both in the room

at the time, and in the real world after the session.

This works because of an interesting feature of metaphor: spontaneous metaphors

usually describe a more abstract concept in terms of a more physical thing. It’s a

one-way street. To use James Geary’s example, drawn from a song: “Love is like a

bottle of gin, but a bottle of gin is not like love.”

So by helping the client to explore their hidden metaphors, we shift their attention

from the abstract and towards the physical, from the world of thoughts and words

and ideas towards the world of physical experience.

Once we become aware of the physical sensations that make up our emotional



experience, we experience them differently. We literally feel differently about

things, physically, in our physical bodies. Clean Language works as a catalyst to this

chain reaction. It uses the metaphors in language and gesture to help people feel

differently, so that they behave differently.



Clean Language works with bodies, as well as brains. Effective Clean coaching

should be more than “mental masturbation” - it should have a physical effect both

in the room at the time, and in the real world after the session.

It’s as if the mind is like a rider on an elephant. The rider is the conscious part of

the mind – the small fraction of our being that we are aware of – and the elephant

is everything else. When we talk in our native language, we don’t usually choose

our words carefully. It’s the elephant who “selects” them. And when we talk, we

use between six and nine metaphors per minute. It’s the elephant who “selects”

those metaphors.

Skilled Clean coaches will look to improve the relationship between elephant and

rider. They do this using a specific feature of metaphor: spontaneous metaphors

usually describe a more abstract concept in terms of a more physical thing. It’s a

one-way street.

To use James Geary’s example, drawn from a song: “Love is like a bottle of gin, but

a bottle of gin is not like love.”

So by exploring metaphor, we shift attention from the abstract towards the

physical, from the world of thoughts and words and ideas towards the world of

physical experience.

Once we become aware of the physical sensations that make up our emotional

experience, we experience them differently. We literally feel differently about

things, physically, in our physical bodies.

Clean Language works as a catalyst to this chain reaction. It uses the metaphors in

language and gesture to help people feel differently, so that they behave

differently.

How Does Clean Language
Work With The Body?

-



Why Does Working With The Body Matter?

I've recently been blogging, speaking, and making videos about "How Your Body

Thinks". But I've been asked several times: "What's that got to do with Clean

Language?" The question's not just coming from Clean Language newbies, but

people who've followed my work for years.

Initially, that shocked me. Isn't it obvious that Clean Language - at least in the

context of transformative coaching or therapy - is all about working with the body,

connecting with the body, manipulating awareness of the body, and healing

through the body?

Apparently not.

This issue came into sharp focus when I read Robert Scaer's new book, 8 Keys to

Brain-Body Balance. It's a fabulous piece of work, putting forward a

straightforward, non-woo-woo explanation of how somatically-based trauma

therapies work. (Scaer is talking about the relationship between bodywork and

trauma resolution, but I think his ideas can be applied more broadly. After all, you

don't need to be traumatised to get emotional and psychological benefit from a

massage.)

His examples include EMDR and EFT, but I instantly recognised that David Grove's

original work with Clean Language in treating trauma fitted exactly into his system.

Scaer points out that most of these techniques have been discovered

serendipitously by therapists over the last 20 years, leading to anecdotal claims of

rapid resolution of trauma-based symptoms, phobias, panic, anxiety disorders and

PTSD.

He sets out six features of these apparently-successful therapies:

Attunement: a way of inhibiting the amygdala during treatment. In Clean

Language, this is achieved by "getting into rapport with the client's metaphorical

landscape"

Ritual: some process or procedure to follow. In the case of Clean Language, this

ritual is the asking of Clean language questions about the client's metaphors

Empowerment: ensuring the client is actively involved, rather than reduced to a

helpless state. Clean Language doesn't attempt to force clients to change, or

even deliberately send them into trance - the client is awake and in control at all

http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/0393707474/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1634&creative=19450&creativeASIN=0393707474&linkCode=as2&tag=xraylis-21


times.

Crossing the cerebral hemispheres: engaging left and right brains in the process.

The process of talking about the metaphoric landscape does this by translating

images into words and vice versa.

Completion of Defence or Escape: based on the idea that people "freeze" just

before or at the moment of trauma, and that some act of completion is needed

for healing. David Grove talked about this frequently, and it was a central idea

which guided his therapeutic sessions.

Restoring Perceptual Boundaries: many trauma patients have regions in the

space around them where any stimulus can cause anxiety or panic: for example,

war veterans typically sit or stand with their back against the wall because this

area of sensitivity is behind them. This would normally be explored in a Clean

Language therapy session, if the client wished it.

The most important thing for me to say, though, is that Clean Language is all about

the body. An accomplished Clean Language facilitator working in transformative

coaching or therapy will be directing their client's attention to the metaphorical

symbols inside and immediately around their body.

They'll be laying the whole thing out in physical space, in real time, with the client

at the heart of the system, rather than encouraging a dissociated, "looking in" state.

And they'll be developing metaphors for the client's "felt sense" using David

Grove's "feeling to metaphor" process.

As things change, the client's physical state will change. They may flush, or go

white. They may heat up. They may need to stand up and move about. It may be

quite dramatic and provoke massive emotional release.

To find yourself unexpectedly facilitating this would be quite hair-raising if you'd

just picked up Clean Language from a book or a few online videos! Fortunately,

however, achieving these kind of results normally requires significant training and

practice.

And the fact is that the ideas which underpin Clean Language are useful in much

more everyday, prosaic contexts as well.

Listening, asking questions, and paying attention to metaphor will make a huge

difference in most walks of life, and that's what's had most of my attention in the

last few years.



Want to easily, ethically and intelligently influence any human being - in any area of

your life? Then get the 2 Lazy Jedi questions on the tip of your tongue.

These questions help you to find out what someone really thinks and feels - while

inherently developing and deepening the relationship between you.

And one of the best things about them is that they work in text messages, emails,

even on the phone, as well as in face-to-face interactions.

What are the 2 Lazy Jedi questions, specifically?

What kind of X (is that X)?

Is there anything else about X?

“X” represents one or more of the person’s own words.

They got their nickname when some of my students carefully learned all the core

Clean Language questions so they could master the art of "channelling The Force"

- only to discover that about 80 per cent of the time, they asked these two

questions.

Here's how some people have used them:

What Are The 2 Lazy Jedi
Questions?

-



At least one young man routinely uses them when dating - he finds they help

him discover things about the girls he meets that even they didn't know about

themselves

A business analyst claimed that the well-timed use of these questions in a

workshop saved a €34.8m project from disaster, when he discovered that the

two banks driving the project had differing understandings of a key requirement

A mother used them to bring herself quickly and discreetly up to speed on her

teenager's new hobby - without revealing her ignorance of the subject

A team of market researchers use them to discover what customers really think

and feel about various products

A computer consultant uses them to "qualify" companies who enquire about his

product - to check whether they actually need it

As a journalist, I use them with interviewees, to get them to reveal things

they've never told anyone else!

They're particularly useful in sales and persuasion situations, where it's important

to help your prospect figure out exactly what they want (and why they want it).

And at the same time it's important to build rapport with the prospect - people buy

from people they like, after all.

Parrot-phrasing

The experts all agree that rapport - that sense of being on the same wavelength as

another person - is vital to relationships.

And the 2 Lazy Jedi questions inherently build rapport because they use the

person's own words - "parrot phrasing" rather than paraphrasing.

By using their words, you not only show that you are really listening, and that you

are interested in what they are saying, but you also give the impression that you

are like to them.

And people like people who are like them - and they buy from people they like!

Parrot-phrasing has been proved to pay real cash dividends, by the way. A

University of Nijmegen study found that a waitress increased her tips by 70 per

cent simply by repeating the customer’s order back to them, rather than saying

“okay” or “coming right up”!

What should you ask the 2 Lazy Jedi questions about?

The answer depends on many things, including the context of your conversation.



You may need to discover something very specific - in which case, direct your

questions specifically.

If you want to develop deep rapport with someone, ask about the things that are

most important to them, and explore the beliefs and values which underpin their

actions. You may well find that you share some of those beliefs and values. But

even if not, once you know about them, you can treat them with respect.

And to have the most fun while using these questions, ask about the things the

person likes and wants in their life, rather than about problems and challenges. And

enjoy yourself!



Want a handy list of David Grove's core Clean Language questions? Here goes:

Developing Questions

What kind of X (is that X)?

is there anything else about X?

Where is X? or (And) whereabouts is X?

Is there a relationship between X and Y?

When X, what happens to Y?

That’s X like what?

Sequence and Source

Then what happens?

What happens just before X?

Where could X come from?

Intention Questions

What would X like to have happen?

What needs to happen for X?

Can X (happen)?

"X" stands for one or more of the person's own words, quoted as closely as

possible.

For more about the core Clean Language questions and how to use them, get the

book

What Are The Core Clean
Language Questions?

-

http://judyrees.co.uk/products/clean-language-get-the-book/


I was interviewed by James Tripp of Hypnosis Without Trance about making Clean

Language work in the real world.

One of the questions struck me as particularly interesting. "In what context can I

use Clean Language? Are there any hard and fast rules? Do you have a step-by-

step manual?"

The short answer is no, there are no hard and fast rules

about how, when or where you can use Clean

Language. Where would such rules come from? The

creator of Clean Language, David Grove, has passed

away - and in any case he was happy for people to use

his brilliant ideas in whatever way they wanted (as long

as they mentioned him as the source.)

There are guidelines, developed over the years by noticing what typically works

well, and what is less effective. There are heuristics - rules of thumb - which enable

facilitators like me to get great results, more of the time. But they fall a long way

short of a step-by-step manual.

What's interesting me, though, is that people clearly  want there to be rules. I can

empathise with that. Rules make things predictable, and easy. When you just

follow the rules, you don't need to stay actively engaged. You don't have to think

too hard.

Rules are so useful that people often make up their own, and turn them into habits.

For example, "I don't drink alcohol on weekdays," or "I always have coffee with

breakfast."

That's great, when it works. But after a while, the rules can seem to take on a life of

their own, and become a central part of who the person thinks they are.

What Are The Rules Of Clean
Language?

-

http://www.hypnosiswithouttrance.com/


We forget that we made the rules up for ourselves, and that we have the freedom

to change them.



When should you use the full Clean Language syntax, and when not? First, let me

explain what "full Clean Language syntax" is, and then I'll answer.

Let's say you were working as a coach with a client who said: "I want my life to be

all sweetness and light."

A full syntax question could be: "And 'you want your life to be all sweetness and

light'. And when 'all sweetness and light', what kind of sweetness is that

sweetness?"

A short version could be: "What kind of sweetness?"

Get the difference? The long version includes 1. a piece of "parrot phrasing",

repeating what you've heard; 2. a focussing phrase, pinpointing the area for 3. the

question itself.

I use the short version in all kinds of situations, including casual conversations in

the pub, sales conversations etc - places where the full syntax would sound very

strange and so would discourage, rather than encourage, rapport.

I also use the short version at the beginning of coaching conversations, when we're

just starting to develop a metaphor, and sometimes in the middle or towards the

end of a coaching session as well, to quickly clarify or draw attention to a specific

point.

I tend to use full syntax for most questions in a coaching session. It has two

advantages. When used with a gentle, slow rhythm and gentle, curious tone, it can

be quite trancey and relaxing, lulling the client into a creative, reflective state of

mind which seems to encourage them to go deeper than otherwise, and help things

to change. It can also be used to guide the client's attention very specifically to

aspects of what they've said, even things they said some time ago or in a previous

session.

What's "Clean Language
Syntax"?

-



One of my students asked this week, "How can I use Clean Language to help

'difficult' clients? People who are really stuck, like my friend who has a very

disabled son, or someone who's got a terminal illness?"

The question briefly took me aback. Wasn't it obvious?

Clearly, it wasn't.

And if you're used to a certain kind of change process, it may not be obvious to

you, either. Because approaches such as NLP, hypnotherapy, and many others

work something like this:

Client recounts their history/situation > change agent administers a "fix" >

change happens > client walks out happy.

Great in many situations. But in situations that apparently can't be fixed, the model

breaks down.

Clean Language can be a powerful way of helping a client to

change. In coaching, it can produce transformation very quickly.

But it doesn't work in the way I've just described. There is no

"shazam" moment where the change agent applies a fix.

The thing is, it's not a coach's job to fix their clients. Clients don't

need fixing. They are fine as they are.

Life may not be perfect, and the client may want to change certain things about

themselves or their situation. They may wish things weren't as they are. But that's

different from needing to be fixed (which may be a metaphor imported from

medicine, a field which in turn is starting to question its use of the "fix" metaphor.)

Can I Use This To Help
People Who Are Really
Stuck?

-



Instead of waving a magic wand, the Clean facilitator asks questions and listens to

the answers. Then they ask more questions and listen to the answers.

What they are doing, technically, is "modelling". They are creating, in their minds'

eye, a model of how the client is perceiving their world. And at the same time, they

are helping the client to model themselves: to understand how it is that they are

perceiving their own world.

The facilitator's questions also direct attention, typically away from the client's

problem and towards what they would like instead. After all, who goes to a

supermarket with a list of all the things they don't want?

That's not to ignore real, difficult situations like a terminal illness - but to shift the

client's focus. "And when the world is like that, what would you like to have

happen?"

Answers might include, "I want to find a cure, no matter what it takes", "I want to

be more accepting and work out my bucket list", or "I want to raise an amazing sum

of money for charity and get an honour from the Queen".

Once the facilitator knows what the client actually wants, they set to work to

model that, and help the client to do the same.

As that process continues, big change often happens. But it happens of its own

accord. The facilitator doesn't "make it happen".

So when dealing with 'difficult' clients, Clean facilitators do exactly what they do

with any other client. They keep calm and keep modelling!



The creator of Clean Language, David Grove, used to use it in psychotherapy. By

helping his clients to explore their metaphors, he discovered, they became more

aware of their own patterns of behaviour.

Frequently, as he continued asking lots of Clean Language questions, the client's

metaphors would change "on their own", and real-world transformation would

follow. Neither the therapist, nor the client, needed to "make" things change.

But that's not how most people who know about Clean Language use it. Instead,

they combine it with other techniques designed to help people to change.

Examples include:

Coaches who might use Clean Language for part of a session, or one session in

a series, while using other approaches at other times

Health professionals who use Clean Language in their initial conversation with a

client, to establish symptoms before beginning conventional or complementary

treatment

Hypnotherapists who use Clean Language to elicit the client's own metaphors,

which are then incorporated into a tailored hypnotic script.

All these approaches seem, on the face of it, to be more complex and require more

skill than simply staying Clean, asking lots of Clean Language questions, listening to

the answers, and allowing change to emerge.

So what's going on?

Part of the answer lies in the context. If a doctor uses Clean Language to establish

that a particular drug treatment is appropriate, of course he will go on to prescribe

it.

Can I Combine Clean
Language With Other
Techniques?

-



Part of the answer must lie with the client, or at least the facilitator's beliefs about

the client. "They've come to me for hypnosis, I'd better give them a bit of ritual."

And part of the answer lies in the facilitator's state of confidence. "I know my

ordinary way of doing things works, at least up to a point. This Clean Language is

untried, at least by me. Better test it gently at first."

The snag is, though, that when it's working, Clean Language doesn't feel gentle all

the time. In an effective Clean language session, there will often be wobbly

moments, moments of frustration, moments of confusion, and moments when the

client can't answer the question. And the path to transformational change goes

through these moments and out the other side.

By mixing Clean Language with other techniques too readily, facilitators and their

clients may miss out on a lot of its power to help people to change.

Why Bother With Pure Clean?

"The truth is rarely pure and never simple," according to Oscar Wilde. And the

truth about Clean Language is no exception.

Clean is typically taught as a standalone methodology for change: "Just ask the

Clean Language questions using the client's words, don't add your own words and

definitely don't voice your opinions or judgements."

But in the real world, Clean isn't "pure". There's always some kind of interaction

before and after the Clean Language work. There are always non-verbal signals

during the process. The coach is always choosing what question to ask, about

which of the client's words.

And most commonly, working coaches and consultants don't even aim for pure

Clean. They mix and match Clean with other methodologies, with other models,

with giving advice and with voicing opinions and judgements.

They've been hired to help their clients to get results. And they'll use whatever

tools they have to deliver.

It's important, I think, to know what "pure" Clean looks and sounds like, because it's

probably much purer than you expect. David Grove stretched the NLP idea of



"staying clean" to what seemed to be absurd lengths - and discovered that it was

much more effective than the "sensible" approach. It takes a bit of practice to get

comfortable doing something that sounds silly to an observer.

But once you know you can do it, then its time to relax about "purity". There will be

times when you're working very Cleanly indeed, and other times when you mix it

up. And it's probably all good.



Is Clean Language a kind of hypnosis?

I had the chance to explore this question with a group of students in the Czech

Republic who are studying the work of legendary hypnotherapist Milton Erickson.

As I told them, David Grove's Clean Language, on which my work is based, has its

roots in hypnosis. Grove was a passionate enthusiast for Erickson's work when he

began creating his approach.

And in his early days, he trained it only to therapists, and hypnotherapists in

particular.

As you'll discover if you book a session with me, Clean Language has no swinging

watches, no "You are getting sleepy...". Clients don't usually close their eyes much,

if at all, during a session.

But clients are usually completely "entranced" by their own inner world.

They usually "positively hallucinate", describing metaphoric symbols in and around

their bodies which nobody else can see.

And they often experience time distortion. In the three demonstration sessions I

did last week, two clients thought the session lasted a fraction of the actual time;

the third experienced it as twice as long as it really was.

The Clean Language approach also incorporates aspects of the "Milton Model" of

hypnotic language. For example, as the students observed, the continuous

repeating back of the client's words recalls the idea of "Ericksonian truisms", and

generates "Yes sets".

So is Clean Language a kind of hypnosis? "Kind of" seems to be the answer.

Is Clean Language A Kind Of
Hypnosis?

-



Over the last few years I've been asked many times, "Can you use Clean Language

on yourself?"

My answer tends to be, "Yes, but it may not be as useful as working with a coach."

I was reminded about this when I sent out a survey to members of my email list,

asking them to help me decide what to do next by telling me what they'd like from

me.

A few people sent jokey replies to the effect, "Maybe you need an session from

yourself." And it's true, I probably do! But it's easier said than done.

The thing about using the Clean Language questions on yourself is that you choose

what question to ask, and what to ask about. And as Einstein apparently said,

“Problems cannot be solved by the same level of thinking that created them.”

There are some heuristics which can help, such as the Power Switch, Framework

for Change and the PRO model. But when you are stuck in thinking which is

determined to go round and round, it's quite tricky to find the perfect question for

yourself that will shift it to the next level.

An expert coach adds something new to the mix. If they're working with Clean

Language, they'll direct your attention to the very edge of what you already know,

so that the new insights flow thick and fast. Less Cleanly, they might offer advice,

or just give their perspective on the situation - which you'll decide whether to act

on or not.

In that sense, doing a survey is like being coached by dozens of people at once!

Can I Use Clean Language On
Myself?

-



"I can't see pictures in my head." Over my years in the personal development

world, I've heard that sentence a lot.

I used to say it myself. And I found it massively frustrating that the majority

"visuals" seemed quite unable to allow it to be true.

I'd be struggling with an NLP instruction like "Make a mental picture of... then spin

it round... move it away from you..." and they'd spot an opportunity to "help".

"What colour is your front door?" they'd ask, smugly. "There! If

you couldn't picture it, your couldn't have answered that

question!"

As if an adult can't remember the name of the colour of their front

door, for heavens sake! Particularly after the 94th time you've

been asked the same annoying question.

Now, apparently, this "I can't see pictures" situation has a name - aphantasia - and

is being studied by psychologists. Read more on BBC website.

They reckon about one person in 50 experiences the world like this.

I think the proportion is significantly higher.

When I'm working with groups to develop collaboration skills, one of the things we

often explore is how each person thinks. Everyone has a unique, individual balance

of inner senses: people's imaginations can see, hear, smell... and, of course, "feel", in

the many and various meanings of that word.

What If I Can't See Pictures
In My Head?

-

http://ow.ly/RnDVG


One of the great things about using Clean Language questions to explore this kind

of thing is that the questions are sense-neutral. That means they are respectful of

inner diversity, and don't imply that people who do their thinking in less-usual ways

are somehow wrong.

In this environment, at least one person will usually say they don't really do mental

imagery. In the outside world, I know from my own experience, it's like admitting to

an unusual sexual preference.

In the groups, we discover that people have different ways of doing things,

different strengths. Once everyone knows about them, they can be used to benefit

the whole team and its work.

For example, one team member might picture a proposed new product and

describe it to the rest of the group: another might then describe how it would feel

in use. Every way of thinking can be used to advantage.

But for these skills to be used, they need to be acknowledged. And for them to be

acknowledged, it needs to be clear that diversity is not just accepted, but

welcomed.

Of course, flexibility in thinking can often be useful. Thinking in pictures is

simply a skill, that can be developed if you choose to do so. Ask me for a

recommendation!

http://judyrees.co.uk/the-core-clean-language-questions/


arrow

"Why did you keep asking me what I wanted to have happen? What's that got to

do with anything?"

This struck me as a surprising statement from a coaching client - and it's got me

thinking quite hard about the relationship between Clean Language and "desired

outcomes".

I do ask my coaching clients what they would like to have

happen, and I think that's usually important in a coaching

context, particularly if I want to get paid. Clients generally

engage my help to achieve something specific, and I assume

they expect me to deliver.

But I don't believe - as it seems certain people have suggested, I suspect with some

mischief - that Clean Language practitioners are "obsessed with outcomes"; that all

Clean Language work is "about outcomes"; or that asking about outcomes is always

the right thing to do.

I posted a while ago about how and why to explore "negative" metaphors , and I

think it's important, as a practitioner, to develop that skill and to use it when

appropriate.

One of the most-read posts on my site is on a similar topic, David Grove's idea of

"drawing the arrow back".

And when I use Clean Language in a journalistic interview, I rarely ask about

outcomes. They're just not relevant.

The client whose comment is paraphrased above is very experienced in using Clean

Language as a therapist, but is from a completely different training "lineage" to my

own. 

Is Clean Language Obsessed
With Outcomes?

-
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Her training has been with Cei Davies-Linn and Stephen Briggs, ex-wife and close

friend of Clean Language creator David Grove, and she had booked a session with

me to compare and contrast.

Of course, Cei and Stephen learned from David directly, rather than through Penny

Tompkins and James Lawley. And, as I understand it, their context is entirely

therapeutic - they're not into coaching, working Cleanly to help groups collaborate,

or applying Clean to sales or research. (I wonder if they think I'm dumbing Clean

down by exploring these "practical" avenues.) Maybe these factors influence their

approach to outcomes?

I also know from personal experience that David Grove didn't show much interest

in outcomes in his later work. By the time I met him, he was already exploring

Clean Space and Emergent Knowledge processes, which tend to begin with the

client identifying "something to work with" rather than an outcome.

In the trainings I used to run with Wendy Sullivan, we certainly encouraged our

students to "Go for the good stuff". As we explained in Clean Language: Revealing

Metaphors and Opening Minds, "Asking Clean Language questions about a person’s

experience tends to bring it to life for them, so that it feels very real. This is

particularly true when asking about a person’s metaphors... As a beginner, it’s best

to avoid using Clean Language to explore problems or unhappy experiences, since

asking the questions can bring these to life, too. This can lead to the speaker

becoming stuck in their problem and feeling that they have few options, and so is

likely to be less effective at helping them to change things."

I say the same to students on my Metaphor Mastery programme.

I also teach, and we taught, students to grasp Penny and James's definition of

"desired outcome", which falls a long way short of most NLPers' definition of the

term.

But I don't think that's the same as saying "always go for outcomes". I think it's part

of a much richer mix.

I think Clean Language is a precision toolkit for exploring autogenic metaphors -

the metaphors which are the "stuff of thought" and which drive our behaviour. It

can be used for a bunch of different things, in different ways. It can even be used

to ask about stuff which, on the face of it, is non-metaphorical. But it certainly

doesn't have to be used in relation to outcomes.

http://judyrees.co.uk/products/clean-language-get-the-book/


Being skilled in Clean Language gives you tremendous power to influence people.

There, I've said it.

For many enthusiasts, my statement is anathema. They'll claim: "The whole point of

Clean Language is to honour the other person's model of the world and NOT

influence."

But there's a lot more to it. It's more complex, and more interesting, than that.

They know that Clean Language is one of the most effective ways to help people to

change. They use it because it is effective at influencing people, in a positive way,

at a very profound level.

And - beyond beginners - they know it can be used to influence in less-than-

positive ways as well.

There is a paradox at the heart of the relationship between Clean Language and

influence, as I spell out in my e-book, The Persuasion Paradox.

The leading experts in persuasion all agree that the most effective way to influence

somebody is not to “try to influence” them by talking at them. It’s much more

effective to listen to them, and allow them to convince themselves.

So in fact by seeking to “not influence”, Clean Language facilitators are being

potentially very influential!

And here's another thing. Clean Language facilitators may not use tricksy language

patterns to manipulate people. But because of their awareness of metaphor and

embodied cognition, they are likely to take control of conversations using

techniques which operate at a more profound level.

Is Clean Language Really
"Clean"?
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For example, they will pay particular attention to the environment in which a

conversation takes place, thus setting a particular frame and making particular

behaviours more likely.

They also have well-developed skill in directing people's attention by using

questions. And when you direct a person's attention, you can influence the

emotions they experience: the emotions which drive their behaviour.

Is this "not influencing"?

If someone calls a meeting, books the room, arranges the furniture, decides the

agenda and then takes full control from the chair, directing the group's attention to

specific aspects of the matters at hand, you don't claim that person is not

influencing the participants!

And so, in at least these three different ways, Clean Language facilitators are

actively influencing people when they are doing their job effectively. And they do

influence, very effectively.



How can you work safely with people's metaphors? After all, metaphor taps deep

into the unconscious mind - it's the native language of the unconscious mind. More

than one new student of Clean Language has found their client responding to a

Clean Language question with tears.

"Isn't there a danger of reactivating old traumas?" I was asked recently.

It really doesn't have to be like that. This is supposed to be fun! Your unconscious

mind is packed with delightful metaphors to explore. When you attend to those

Are There Any Safety
Precautions For Working
With Metaphor?

-



metaphors, you will revivify and deepen the emotional states involved.

And that in turn will help you to feel more positive - which has all kinds of knock-

on effects. (Better decision making, increased sales and more - check out this TED

talk by Shawn Achor.)

Here are my five top tips:

1. Context/framing for the coach. You can't not work with metaphor. You

probably already have an awareness of physical metaphor. For example, you would

prefer to seat opposing parties side-by-side rather than across a table, because

they would (unconsciously) experience this as "on the same side". This is a

metaphor. The metaphors in our language are a reflection of the metaphors in our

thoughts (rather than a literary flourish). You're working with metaphor all the time,

whether you know it or not.

It's also worth noticing that tears aren't always a bad thing. A character in a film I

saw recently hadn't cried for years: when she eventually did she was delighted (as

well as sad).

2. Context/framing for the client. This really matters! I frame my work as coaching

rather than therapy - we're there to seek a route to a positive future, rather than to

explore old hurts. And whenever I work with a new client for the first time, I

always tell them that this is supposed to be fun and interesting.

3. Be aware of negative bias. Particularly when you're just starting to notice

metaphors, you'll hear more metaphors for negative states than for positive ones,

and the metaphors concerned tend to be vivid and obvious. It's very tempting for a

Clean Language beginner to unthinkingly ask "what kind of prison?" and think

they're being very clever, but when you direct attention to a metaphor, you'll

deepen the associated emotion. So stay on the ball - listen more carefully until you

hear metaphors for positive states, and ask about them instead.

4. Ask the Power Switch Question. When the client talks about their problems,

ask: "And when <problem>, what would you like to have happen?"

5. What would you like to have happen? Decide your intention for the session

ahead of time, rather than imagining what could go wrong. This will dramatically

http://www.ted.com/talks/shawn_achor_the_happy_secret_to_better_work


increase your chances of getting it. You don't go to the supermarket with a list of

all the things you don't want!

None of this should be taken as an encouragement to start doing therapy without

the necessary training. But if it gives you the confidence to ask a Clean Language

question or two about a positive metaphor, so increasing the amount of joy in the

world just a little, it's worth a try!



I'm up to my neck in metaphor at the moment: my desk is piled high with books.

What better time could there be to recommend a late-summer reading list?

The stand-out best book on metaphor at the moment is James Geary's I

Is An Other.

This is the book I wish I'd written - a sweeping survey of the state of

current thinking and research on the topic, entertainingly written and

packed with examples from a wide range of contexts.

There's nutritious food for thought on every page: for example, did you realise how

the metaphors we use for the financial markets affects how they behave? (Read

more on this).

And if you need a source of quotable quotes about metaphor, this is the place to

look: Geary is also an expert on aphorisms, so he knows how to turn a phrase.

The only problem with the book is the title. What were the publishers thinking?!

Gerald Zaltman's How Customers Think may be suited-and-booted by

Harvard Business School Press, but it's still an excellent general

introduction to the importance of metaphor in thought.

Of course, Zaltman's examples come from marketing and business, but I

think that makes them more accessible to the general reader than, say, therapy

examples. After all, we've all been customers.It's an easy read and until Geary's

book came out, would have been top of my recommended list.

What Are The Best Books On
Metaphor And Clean
Language?
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The most baffling thing about this book is how few people in the marketing world

have heard of it, or of Zaltman - let alone read it. He is Professor of Marketing at

Harvard, after all.

Also from Zaltman comes Marketing Metaphoria. I think this one's a bit lightweight,

quite honestly. But it's on the desk because it contains details of his research into

universal metaphors.

Last-but-not-least comes The Stuff of Thought  by Steven Pinker. He's another

Harvard professor - this time in psychology - with a populist writing style. It's not

as easy a read as the books mentioned above, but it well repays the bit of effort

involved.

As with Geary's book, almost every page contains an exciting idea.

This book is totally unputdownable if you really want to know about the mind and

how it works, and especially if you're a language-lover. Academic research

references a speciality!

Recommended Clean Language Books

Clean Language: Revealing Metaphors and Opening Minds  by Wendy Sullivan

and Judy Rees

Clean Approaches For Coaches by Marian Way

From Contempt To Curiosity  by Caitlin Walker

Clean Language In The Classroom by Julie McCracken

Metaphors In Mind by James Lawley And Penny Tompkins

http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/1422121151/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=xraylis-21&linkCode=as2&camp=1634&creative=19450&creativeASIN=1422121151
http://judyrees.co.uk/blog/seven-kinds-of-metaphor/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/0141015470/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=xraylis-21&linkCode=as2&camp=1634&creative=19450&creativeASIN=0141015470
http://judyrees.co.uk/blog/where-do-good-ideas-come-from/


The core Clean Language questions have now been "officially" translated into ten

languages. Recently I was working on an eleventh, in preparation for a workshop in

Prague.

I'm no linguist, and I don't speak a word of Czech. So I was relying on my good

friend and promoter, Evzen Cekota, to provide a rough-and ready translation of the

six questions we'd be using on the day.

He understands the important principles, such as minimising presuppositions,

assumptions, and metaphors in the questions. But there's more to the Clean

Language questions than that.

David Grove thought that the rhythm of the questions was particularly important -

can we capture that?

And what about that slight "oddness" in their sound, something around formality,

which can be so off-putting to some beginners - particularly in business - and yet

probably adds something significant to their effectiveness in coaching and therapy?

The thing is that what we now know as the core Clean Language questions took

years to develop in English. They were tried and tested in hundreds of coaching

and therapy sessions: the ones that made it into the list were the ones that proved

most effective.

So probably there'll be many months, perhaps years, between this first training in

the Czech Republic and an official translation of the questions. Maybe it just needs

lots of on-the-ground experience to come up with the best possible questions.

And maybe, the process of finding the best possible questions in English isn't yet

complete...

Does Clean Language Work
In Other Languages?
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Next Steps
Want to know more about practical
Clean Language, and how to use it in

your own specific context?

Join my self-drive online course.

CLICK HERE

-

https://lcl.thinkific.com/courses/practical-clean-language

